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February 12, 1849 Overijssel [Michigan]
A letter of the Rev. Seine Bolks to the Rev. Karel de Moen, explaining why he and his people
decided to settle in the Holland Colony. His letter is not as extensive as Vander Meulen's and
Van Raalte's, but is important nevertheless.
Published in the pamphlet, "De Toestand der Hollandische Kolonisatie in den Staat
Michigan...", 1849.
Translation by Johannes W. Visscher, Cleveland, Ohio, 1935.
Archives of the Holland Museum, Joint Archives of Holland, Hope College.
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Februery 1?, 1849
To the Honorable G. G. de
Deer Brother in hrist:
That your hert mey ever be filled with frle,t soul satisfying
faith that you are born in God's almi3-3ity arms, end covered by His
wins of love, is my sincere wish.
Yes, many 2 time it has been my de'dre to tell you of my condition and that of our friends, and to prove that our friendship
toward you has not lessened, but the busy life in which God has
placed me prevented it. Having some soare time at present, I will
spent it in toiling of the voaderful goodness of God tonards us.
It was the 3rd of September that, trusting in God, we set
sail on the :Freat Ocean. Almost without a storm ve came to _nnerice
and on the 10th of October set foot in New York.

e traveled from

there to Albany with the intention of spending the winter there and
to consider matters further still, when, on the advice of such
trustworthy Peros ns Reverend ijkoff, etc., we rent to :Yracuse,
where - e remained end rented houses enu earned good rages. -e immediately thou7ht we had made a good choice. !lo one longed for the
Homeland. 17e all felt that we hnd been freed from the onressor's
hand, both ohysically and soiritually. Still, however, satisfied
we were, yet ve felt that it was no Place to re2ain permr_n-mtly,
which caused us to put forth ev- ry effort to become ac-Inainted with
To take charge of this matter, nr. G. H. Veldhuis, now
Americe.
already deceased, and I were chosen. We complied with this as much
as Possible, always dreading that ne might make a misteken choice.
We corresponded with friends from other states v.herever -e could
find them. Ve also took several trips to various other Places in
New York State, not only to find a good Place in which to settle,
but also to consult with trustworthy and inte_Llient -oersons. In
Soon we received several letters
both res-)ects we succeeded very well.

from various Talaces.

e also found many letters from neo'Dle of

Holland descent who were very much interested and tried to serve us
From the letters received
with their advice, clearing UD many matters.
and the Eavice given, it soon became apparent to us net 7e should
choose woodland in Preference to prairie, because we did not have the
means to buy the latter. Still, the more we investigated and the more
letters we received, the more we were convinced of the fertility of
America, so that 1,e saw that everyvhere vith the blessing of God, the
Farmer's sweat ,ees doubly rewarded. So, with much nra-er to God, it
became a9?arent for various reasons that Michigan would be our choice.
This caused ns to leave Syracuse and with confidence to go to lichigen;
and the result has been that we did not make a mistaxen choice, because
xee have found here Cnat we desired and for rhich we left Holland.

To the Honorable C. G. ae Moen.
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Firstly, good and very fertile soil, 211 heavy clay, that
could be boueht very reasoneb17. In addition, we also have a
good mPrket for our nroducts, as is kaoien out of the wrltins of Dr.
for i-hatever
\Ten Raalte, and nithouh others des)ise
reason, we all rejoice in being here, not, 2s swe say, in the midst
of "Dine and hemlock trees", but on fertile soil, vhere, es one who
had lived in idnerica until he was gray, told me, he hr.d seen no hatter
soil in this country, anc this in whet everyone r,l-rees to whom I
have seen.
In the second place te have obtained our lish by freeine; ourselves
from all such oppression and soul testine. difficulties. Oh, Brother,
being here, we just become conscious of the fact of the difficulties
you live in in Holland, how pleasant it is to he freed from them:
This is not a land where the la:-)orer needs bring the sweat of
his brow, after being cursed, to the land offices, or e.there the laborer
can find no work, or have his small wages withheld, nor -;:here the comon
But to the contrary, he is honored
laborer or the poor man are despised.
and resPected. And 1-hat is still more, here one is not nrevented from
confessing and preaching of our deer Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ. lo,
Brother, Ye do not here see the continued breakino- of the Sabbath and the
._ez often as I think of all this, I wish,
disrespect of the truth.
"ould that you all were here." And then a Drayer ascends to God in
Heaven that He deliver you from your land and bring you hither.
The third reason is that we can already very -olainly see God's
blessing in that we again are living on our own land and in our own
homes, pleased, satisfied and thankful. And though our means were
small when ;:e left Holland, nna were lessened on the trip, we still
have our table loaded with the wholesome white bread and the meat of
fattened cattle, so that the poor here are situated better than the
rich in Hollena. And if we notice what God gives us in being able
to serve Him accordin7 to the dictates of our conscience, ho re can
honor Him in prayer and thanicsziving, and show our joy in Him through
sons and thanksgiving, can instruct each other in His precious word,
then we confess to what was meent in 'Psalm =III, 10.
See here, Brother, one thing and another as to our condition
7o45 that 7e vih to say t'ent we have not
2eed setlent here.
troubles here. On the contrary e-e heve found that on the triD end
the loceting here was the cause of much trouble. But, oh, Brother,
the most of them can so easily be borne. ie have here the troubles
with and for ourselves.
':je ieorx here for ourselves, we are net slaves,
to others we do not need to bring e tenth, just to 7A,:ntion e
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To the Honorable C. G. de Moen.

as one must there, d that to re..n who have no love for 7ou and
scumder the sour sweat of our brow in such a shemeful and Godless
ray, as is casmon in iolland. ilso, do I for myself notice in particular God's love and kindness towards us and 11--7.ve more faith in •
God than ever before. ;lever have I had such e ha??y and free life
as I have now. 1.ith thmkfulness, rrejoice in His deeds.
Receive the greetings of my wife and the other friends. Greet
also your wife end the other friends and receive the heartiest
greetings from him who calls himself your Brother in Christ.
S. Bolks.

PREFACE .
The writing of these letters was not done to encourage
nor to discourage the idea of emigrating from this country,
but to tell the truth with regard to it as much as possible.
When last year I was still a minister in Zwolle, one of
my friends there received a letter which did not speak favorably of the colonization to Holland, Michigan. I considered
it highly important that I should secure further information,
and, therefore, wrote to my beloved brother-in-law, Dr.. A. C.
van Raalte, urging him to speak the whole truth with regard to
the matter, even though it might appear that the Colonization
was a failure.
See here now, dear Reader, instead of one, three answers
written by men whose integrity is knoru to me and many others.
Judge and consider, and you shall see how at present the condition is with our countrymen and fellow Christians in Michigan.
May everyone turn to God and ask for his approval before
he determines to leave his Fatherland to settle in Some other
place.
America is a good land, but not as some dream it to be-without sinners, without temptations and trials. Let no one
imagine that everything is as desirable as can be wished for.
No„. there also we have the Proverb, "work and eat". Whoever
will not do that will surely be disappointed. li:hoever does
not prepare himself for trials and disappointments, will sadly
awaken out of his pleasant dream.
But whoever goes thither trusting in God, whose prayer is
for help and grace, shall surely find that his trust was not
misplaced, even though the day of trouble, as opposed to that
of success, may appear ready for him. Nevertheless, I em glad
that I need not report unpleasant news, and that through these
letters the spread of false reports are contradicted.
The Lord has cone well with our people in Michigan. OM
that thankfulness expressed in a holy and godlike service may be
the reward for His manifold kindnesses to these poor emigrants.
That in all generations His name may there be feared, honored
and served, that the descendants of our fathers planted in a
strange land together. for their descendants a witness might be,
and that we were not untrue to the real Hollandish trust of
true religion, Christian character and morals, which have ever been
the boast of the land of the graves of their fathers, where also
their cradle stood, but where their grave will never be.
C. G. de Moen
Den Ham
March 26, 1849

j

THE
CONDITION OF THE HOLLAND COLONIZATION
In The
State of Michigan, North America
In the beginning of the year 1849
Mentioned
In three letters of the Honorable
A. C. Van Raalte, C. Van Der Meulén and S. Bolks
to
C. G. De Moen

With two charts after which a letter
of the Honorable G. Baay of Alto, Wisconsin
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Albertus C. Van Raalte and His Dutch

It appeared in a booklet containing three letters addressed to the Rev. C. G. de Moen, who, as we saw, was
the brother-in-law of Van Raalte, Brummelkamp, and
Van Velzen. The letters were written by Van Raalte,
Van der Meulen, and Bolks; the date of publication was
1849 (Amsterdam) . It is interesting to note that Van
Raalte wrote his letter on Febrt
_ J.ay
- _11)_2849, almost
exactly two years after the arrival of the vanguard at the
homes of the Rev. George N. Smith and Isaac Fairbanks. Van Raalte began his epistle with an explanation
of the choice he had made, preferring Michigan above
Wisconsin. He described the methods used in gathering
ashes on the land that was first cleared, saying that on
each acre thus cleared the people obtained ashes to the
value of six dollars. We have a document in the Van
Raalte Collection, showing that one shipment of pearl
ash sent to Chicago was sold for $728, as Henry D. Post
reported to Post & Co. under the heading of "receipts."
It is also worth noting that Van Raalte in his letter
of 1849 complained about the lack of interest shown by
his companions in the instruction given in the public
school. He remarked that "instruction in the English
language is neglected, partly because the people do not
realize its value and partly because there is not enough
money available for it." Near the end of the letter he
said that his people were building a "factory for potash.'"
The letter was signed by five "Trustees," namely Van
Raalte, J. A. Verhorst, J. Schrader, Jan Slag, and S.
Binnekant.

Settlements in the United States

187

The Rev. C. Van der Meulen reported in his letter of
1849 that when he and his people arrived in the Dutch
settlement, they found Van Raalte "in the woods." The
Zeelanders were "murmuring," because the scenery in
the year 1847 was far from attractive. But gradually
they became used to the life of pioneers, and they soon .
built a handsome church, 60 by 40 feet, with a little
tower and a bell. The pastor was proud to report that
the rich shared all their possessions with the poor with
the result that no one suffered want. Bolks wrote that he
and his people spent the first winter in the city of Syracuse where they were advised to go to a wooded country.
They heard that Van Raalte was doing well enough,
and so they joined him. "Although many people despise Michigan, we are all pleased that we are here."'
And so it happened that in December 1849 Van Raalte
and five other men in their printed report to Congress
could boast of having 5,000 Dutch settlers in their "Colony," and that several flourishing industries had been
established. They showed on their insert map that there
weit three mills operating, a grist mill, a double saw
mill, and an ordinary saw mill. But in their report
(which was of a later date) they stated that there were
altogether four saw mills, three grinding mills, one ashcry, one tannery, and one brickyard. The report was
signed by Van Raalte, Van der Sluis, A. Verhorst, B.
7. De toestand der Hollandsche Kolonisatie in den staat Michigan, NoordAmerika in het begin van het fear 1849 medegedeeld in drie brieven van de
Weleerw, heeren A. C. van Raalte, C. van der Meulen, en S. Balks, aan C. C.
de Moen (Amsterdam: Hoogkamer & Co., 1849), pp. 22-24.
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THE STORY OF VAN RAALTE

made. Excerpts from the letter, translated,.-read as follows:
I should have written you long ago, but it seems I
cannot get at it.... My silence, then, was not wilful
or intentional; but think of it — three sermons, six
catechism classes, pastoral work, people's meetings and
church meetings, seven restless children who create
confusion in the home.... The hands of the clock go
around faster than ever before! Sometimes I am keenly aware of the fact that I am speeding down my little
path and soon shall be no more....
But meanwhile, my brother, be reassured: Don't let
rumors disturb you; I have not been "deceived into
choosing this tract of land" and I do not now "regret
it"; nor is it true that the situation "can be saved only
by investing great capital," or that I am "utterly discouraged." No, I am not discouraged nor lamenting.
I have a life full of cares, but it is full of joys also. I
do have stormy days, but God's fatherly goodness
shortens them, and they make me the more susceptible to more exalted joys. I carry a great burden because of the miseries within and around me, but I consider myself happy and abundantly blessed.... There
is within me a living conviction that my labor is not in
vain; I am witnessing the conversion of those who did
not know God; indeed, my lot is enviable....
The choice of this tract of land was not the result
of deception.... I was lead through earnest wrestling
in prayer unto God and by reasonable convincing arguments. . . . Although we are on the whole a poor lot,
and the money of even the well-to-do is swallowed up
by a thousand needs as in a bottomless pit; although
the need of money is urgent; although dollars by the
thousands could be expended to great advantage and
even seem imperative; nevertheless, on the other hand,
we are learning that it is not money or capital which
shall be the making of us. The almighty Hand that

FAITH VINDICATED
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cares for us does more than we can comprehend.
And a meager purse can teach one to rise a bit earlier,
take hold of work a bit more readily, and pray a little
more fervently.. . .
Our development is more rapid than I had dared
expect. I look back, and how much has already been
done! Especially when I consider the utter ignorance
of us Hollanders in regard to such colonization! Our
houses are steadily improving, and also the roads. But
much, very much, remains to be done. There are three
bridges now; the largest has been contracted by our
village folk for five hundred acres given by the state.
Our landing has not yet been built — it is said that we
must wait till money arrives from the federal government for harbor construction. It has been discussed
in both houses, namely to grant us five thousand dollars for light tower and harbor.
. Two water mills
and a windmill are in operation, and after four weeks
there will be a steam mill. Our people were formerly
ignorant of how to profit from the wood; they were
awkward at everything; now we are learning to appreciate the forest and our hands are becoming adept at
splitting logs, and at making shingles, churn-dashers,
barrel staves, boxes, handles, etc., which industry now
supplies the bread and eventually will provide many
kinds of trade. . . . It is keen pleasure, after a great
struggle, to taste the sweet fruits of one's labor and,
profiting by experience, to anticipate a brighter future.... I know of nothing more to add that might be
of interest, except that brick-making has succeeded
excellently. One of the Frisians is planning a pottery
plant, when he can obtain a little money for the purpose; a ship-building yard is in progress of construction; and a potash factory. . . There has been talk
of a tannery, because the bark of the hemlock offers
excellent opportunity for this well-paid employment.
But shortage of funds leaves many rich resources yet
untouched. . . .
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THE STORY OF VAN RAALTE

FAITH VINDICATED

If any further reassurance was needed, it was surely
found in the note appended by the Rev. Van der Meulen,
who speaks of contentment in his own heart and among
his people. He writes, "My reasons for leaving the
Netherlands were not to gain power and wealth in America. No; but I came because it seemed to me that the
church and state were heading for a fall, and the Lord
in His providence opened for us a way of escape. . .
Fearing the approaching judgment, I took the step in
God's strength, the step for which I rejoice even now
and thank God daily.... The moment I stepped ashore
in August, 1847, and met the Rev. Van Raalte who had
settled here, I felt a freedom and joy within my soul
which has enabled me to endure all difficulties....
"Most of us have no money. . .but the relationship
between rich and poor is such that no one, to my knowledge, has been in want. On the contrary, there is abundance of the finest white bread, potatoes, pork, meat
etc...."
In regard to the health of the colonists he says, "As
to the climate, that leaves nothing to be desired for a
Hollander. In our village the people are healthy, and we
have had only four deaths among our eight hundred souls
during the past year — two adults and two children."
To which he adds tersely, "But it is quite likely that we
shall all have to die. .. ."
It is possible that the Holland colony did suffer greater
hardships than those endured in Iowa and Wisconsin.
The fact that Van Raalte urged the poor to come to him
may have contributed to the sorry situation, for much
misery might have been avoided if there bad been money
with which to buy nourishing food. But at this time

there was no lack of courage and faith to carry on.
Though their faces became etched with lines of toil and
care and sorrow, these men and women believed that God
had led them to this land, and in that strength they could
bear the burdens of each day.
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A visitor from the east
In May of 1849 came the news that a distinguished
American was coming to visit the colony, the Rev. Isaac
Wyckoff himself! The man who had befriended so many
on their way through Albany, and whose name was known
to all!
What a scrubbing and setting to rights!
It had seemed, for a time, that the American Christians
of Dutch descent had forgotten their struggling countrymen; but here was proof that they had not forgotten,
after all.
The Rev. Wyckoff arrived on May 31, in Judge Kellog's
carriage driven by the Judge's man. Van Raalte welcomed him most heartily, and made eager plans to show
him the whole of the colony.
Friday was spent visiting inside the "city" of Holland;
on Saturday Van Raalte and Wyckoff walked the trails
that led to the farms around Holland; on Monday the
ministers of the colony met with Wyckoff, as a Classis;
Tuesday was spent exploring the several villages, Wyckoff
riding horse-back and Van Raalte walking beside him.
Wyckoff was intensely interested in all that he saw,
and sent an enthusiastic report to the church back east.
In this report he speaks of the beautiful location of the
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was led to it by logical, compelling reasons, which I put together from [considering] the
geographic situation, from former settlements, from suggestions by disinterested
ministers and Christians, and from farmers during my travels on prairie and woodlands.
Truly, I do not think I was deceived, but see answer to prayer, and help from God beyond
prayers and reasoning.
Although taken as a whole, we are a poor group of people, and the funds--of even the
more well-to-do--have dwindled away (as if in bottomless pits) in supplying the
thousands of needs of such a new settlement. Although financial needs are pressing, and
[realizing] that it is apparently indispensable to invest thousands of dollars, with rich
returns, we learn

on the other hand, that it is not money or capital ultimately that build us, but that the
caring, ever-present almighty hand does more than we can comprehend. A meager purse
may teach us to get up a little earlier and to tackle a job a little more readily and to pray a
little more earnestly. Oh, when I look back, I must exclaim, "God has done it."
I shall never forget the first winter I came here, with a really insignificant band. They can
all testify to it; all, except for two, are still living. We were a wretched, ignorant and
exposed group. God heard our prayer and we did not perish.
At the beginning of the second winter, we began to compare our means and needs and
came to the conclusion that we should try to make our living outside of the colony, but
we were disappointed in every way. And now, in this third winter, we received the same
mortifying lesson, and that will continue. Although the tables are opulently set, the same
ever-present hand works just as puzzlingly for those without faith. God's supporting hand
is tangible here. Certainly, money and men are needed for colonization. Still it is untrue
that I wrote—supposedly--that the settlement was a failure, and could only be kept going
through a multitude of people and much capital. Even if no others were to come, I would
not doubt further development. The Lord who has brought us will not forsake us.
Even when seen from a human perspective, I'll say the ice is broken. We have become
accustomed to the climate. Experience has taught us a great deal. People have settled in,
struggled through the first hardships and are reaping the fruits of their labors, and
everyone is beginning to work toward a goal more intentionally. I fear nothing, except
that God may grant us sound reasoning and good attitudes. So that we may be bold
through the fear of God, therein lies the pith and marrow of our development. Then this
land shall grow and blossom, soil and location themselves are the source of abundant
success.
This pail of the country is, and remains, more precious to me than
[8]
Wisconsin, because I am here near the large inland lakes. Shipping and navigation mean
much to me. Moreover, we are not overrun here by European emigrants. No having

capital at our disposal, we have had the good fortune here to secure the territory step-bystep. Wisconsin, Iowa, etc., have vast and excellent open fields, but they are too far
removed from the lakes. This country is, and remains, precious to me for the reason that
it is located between two busy rivers, from which we receive many benefits. Through
them we already have free access to other waters. The mouth of the Kalamazoo is only
eleven miles, and the mouth of the Grand River is only twenty miles from my home.
Besides that, all merchandise and shipping of bark, staves for barrels, etc., is already done
through Black Lake periodically when the water is high. We could not have colonized
without that source. We have benefitted greatly already from this, and besides that, we
have in this lake a potential in that we ourselves may obtain an excellent harbor.
I rejoice that through God's kindness we are settled here. It would be impossible to settle
with such a large group of penniless people in a wilderness devoid of water and an
abundance of woodland. We need not take any measures to catch the rich and to discard
the poor; the latter, with capable hands to their bodies, are welcome.
Our woods are a challenge, but also bring a great variety of work. The efforts are well
repaid. I would be completely at a loss if we did not have forests. I feel heart-felt joy and
thankfulness over God's protecting hand that the people and I are not situated on the
prairie (endless meadowed plains) and not separated from water transportation.
We can also make butter and cheese. We even find excellent pastures in our forests, for
the fattening of cattle. We can also find a market for the products of wheat and pork in
transporting it by waterways. More than that we see that by means of the forest and water
a large number of hands are busy and job opportunities are created, so that there always is
an expectation for a market
[9]
for whatever we produce. For that .....

Holland, Ottowa [sic], Michigan
February 11, 1849
To the Reverend Mr. De Moen,
Dearly beloved Brother,
I should have written a long time ago. It seems as if! cannot get to it. To give
information to interested and concerned friends is a pleasure to me. I do dislike, however,
even the appearance of self-seeking pulling and picking.
With my whole heart I wish growth to the various Dutch settlements, which! do not
doubt, if we fear God. God will make of us whatever pleases Him. He brings everyone to
the place destined by Him, and! am glad that! have peace with His doings. I consider the
toil of us, insignificant people, so minor and so minute. The planting and removal, the
building and breaking down of nations is God's doing. We have nothing to do with it. We
cannot calculate the results of a single deed. To glory in anything we do, is nothing less
than filling the stomach with deceit and emptiness. The person who begins to know and
acknowledge God's providence shall be shipwrecked if he were only to be guided by his
own reason and plans in what are, for us, confusing and heavy-hitting circumstances.
These truths, however, may not lead me to the extreme of saying too little. I may not,
and will not, slight my duty in this respect towards those who are interested, and whom I
regard dearly. My silence is not intentional. Just think! Three sermons, six catechisms,
pastoral work, public and church meetings, correspondence, seven lively children
creating disorder, and that with having only six days in the week. I am
[6]
overcome. The hands on the clock make their rounds much faster than ever before. I see
sometimes that I am flying through life and soon will be no more. You will excuse me, if
you think about that.
Rest assured, my brother, and do not be moved by gossip, as if! "through the deceit of
men, had chosen this area, and now afterwards deplore the choice, that everything can
only be remedied by large sums of money, and a very large number of people, and that I
am now sitting down in discouragement." No, I am not discouraged or sad in that way. I
lead a life full of cares, but also a life full of enjoyment; I have my stormy days, but they
are shortened very much by God's fatherly goodness, and they make me receptive to
heightened pleasures. I carry much of the misery on and within me; still I consider myself
happy and very blessed. God is good and gracious. My work is precious to me,
emphatically a delight. Preaching is for me an unutterable joy. The coming generation is
close to my heart. The people are dear to me. I am ever conscious of the fact that my
work is not fruitless. I see conversions in those who did not know God. Yes, my lot is
enviable, except for my sinful heart, my passions and moods.
The choice of this part of the country was not the result of deception; it caused much
dissatisfaction and slander among the speculators. After earnest wrestling with„ God, I

1849
Pamphlet: The Condition of the Holland Colonization in the State of
Michigan, North America In the beginning of the year 1849 Mentioned in Three
Letters of the Honorable A. C. Van Raalte, C. Van Der Meulen and S. Bolks to
C. G. De Moen. With two charts after which a letter of the Honorable G. Baay
of Alto, Wisconsin.
Translated by Johannes W. Visscher during Jan. and Feb. 1935 at Cleveland,
Ohio.
Netherlands Museum, 1975. Gift of Helena Visscher Winter.
(A translation of De Toestand?)

PREFACE .
The writing of these letters was not done to encourage
nor to discourage the idea of emigrating from this country,
but to tell the truth with regard to it as much as possible.
When last year I was still a minister in Zwolle, one of
my friends there received a letter which did not speak favorably of the colonization to Holland, Michigan. I considered
it highly important that I should secure further information,
and, therefore, wrote to my beloved brother-in-law, Dr.. A. C.
van Raalte, urging him to speak the whole truth with regard to
the matter, even though it might appear that the Colonization
was a failure.
See here now, dear Reader, instead of one, three answers
written by men whose integrity is known to me and many others.
Judge' and consider, and you shall see how at present the condition is with our countrymen and fellow Christians in Michigan.
May everyone turn to God and ask for his approval before
he determines to leave, his Fatherland to settle in Some other
place.
America is a good land, but not as some dream it to be-without sinners, without temptations and trials. let no one
imagine that everything is as desirable as can be wished for.
No,.there also we have the proverb, "work and eat". Whoever
will not do that will surely be disappointed. Whoever does
not prepare himself for trials and disappointments, will sadly
awaken out of his pleasant dream.
But whoever goes thither trusting in God, whose prayer is
for help and grace, shall surely find that his trust was not
misplaced, even though the day of trouble, as op-Posed to that
of success, may appear ready for him. Nevertheless, I ám glad
that I need not report unpleasant news, and that through these
letters the spread of false reports are contradicted.
The Lord has done well with OW people in Michigan. Oh!
that thankfulness expressed in a holy and godlike service may be
the reward for His manifold kindnesses to these poor emigrants.
That in all generations His name may there be feared, honored
and served, that the descendants of our fathers planted in a
strange land together, for their descendants a witness might be,
and that we were not untrue to the real Hollandish trust of
true religion, Christian character and morals, which have ever been
the boast of the land of the graves of their fathers, where also
their cradle stood, but where their grave will never be.
Or G. de Moen
Den Ham
March 26, 1849
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Overijssel,
February 12, 1849

To the Honorable C. G. de Moen.
Dear Brother in uhrist:
That your heart may ever be filled with that soul satisfying .
faith that you are born in God's almighty arms, and covered by His
wings of love, is my sincere wish.
: Yes, many a time it has been my desire to tell you of my condition. and that of our friends, and to prove that our friendship
-.-teviard you has not lessenedi but the busy life in which God has
placed me prevented it. Having some spare time at present, I will
spent it in telling of the wonderful goodness of God towards us.
It was the 3rd of September that, trusting in God, we set
sail on the great Ocean. Almost without a storm we came to America
and on the 10th of October set foot in New York. We traveled from
there to Albany with the intention of spending the winter there and
to consider matters further still, when, on the advice of such . trustworthy persons as Reverend Wijkoff, etc., we went - to Syracuse,
where we remained end rented houses and earned good wages. We immediately thowht we had made a good choice. No one longed for the
Homeland. We all felt that we had been freed from the oppressor's
hand, both physically and spiritually. Still, however, satisfied
we were, yet we felt that it was no Place to remain permanently,
which caused us to put forth every effort to become acfluainted with
'America.. To take charge of this matter, Mr. G. H. Veldhuis, now
already deceased, and I were chosen. We complied with this as much
. as possible, always dreading that we might :make a mistaken choice.
We corresponded with friends from other states wherever we could
find them. We also took several trips to various other places. in
New York State, not only to find a good place in which to settle,
but also to consult with trustworthy and intelligent persons. In
both respects we succeeded very well. Soon we received several letters
from various places. We also found many letters from people of
Holland descent who were very much interested and tried to serve US
with their advice, clearing up many matters. From the letters received
and the advice given, it soon became apparent to Us that we should
choose woodland in preference to Prairie, because we did not have the
means to buy the latter. Still, the more we investigated and the more
letters we received, the more we were convinced of the fertility of
America, so that we saw that everywhere with the blessing of God, the
Farmer's sweat was doubly rewarded. So, with much prayer to God, it
became apparent for various reasons that Michigan would be our choice.
This caused us to leave Syracuse and with confidence to go to Michigan;
and the result has been that we - did not make a mistaken choice, because
we have found here what we desired and for which we left Holland.

To the Honorable C. G. de Moen.
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Firstly, good. and very fertile soil, all heavy clay, that
could be bought very reasonably. . In addition, we also have a
good market for our products, as is known out of the writings of Dr.
Ven Raalte, and although others despise Michigan for rhatever
reason, we all rejoice in being here, not, as some say, in the midst
of "pine and hemlock trees", but on fertile soil, where, as one who
had lived in America until he was gray, told me, he had seen no better
soil in this country, and this is what everyone agrees to whom I .
have seen.
In the second place we have obtained our wish by freeing ourselves
from all such oppression and soul testing difficulties. Oh, Brother,
being here, we just become conscious of the fact of the difficulties
ydu live in in Holland, how pleasant it is to be freed from them!
' This is not a land where the laborer needs bring the sweat of
his brow, after being cursed, to the land offices, or where the laborer
can find no work, or have his small wages withheld, nor where the common
laborer or the poor man are despised: But to the contrary, he is honored
and respected. And what is still more, here one is not prevented from
confessing and preaching of our dear Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ. No,
Brother, we do not here see the continued breaking of the Sabbath and the
disrespect of the truth. As often as I think of ail this, I wish,
"Would that you all were here." And then a prayer ascends to God in
Heaven that He deliver you from your land and bring you hither.
•
The third reason is that we can already very plainly see God's
blessing in that we again are living on our own land and in our own
homes, pleased, satisfied and thankful. And though our means were
small when we left Holland, and were lessened on the trip, we still
have our table loaded with the wholesome white bread and the meat of
fattened cattle, so that the poor here are situated better than the
rich in Holland. And if we notice what God gives us in being able
to serve Him according to the dictates of our conscience, how reeenn
honor Him in prayer and thanksgiving, and show our joy in wim through
songs and thanksgiving, can instruct each other in His precious word,
then we confess to that was meant in'Pselm LYVIII, 10.
See here, Brother, one thing and another as to our condition
and settacfrent here. not that we vish to say that we have not
troubles here. On the contrary we have found that on the trip and
the locating here ras the cause of much trouble. But, oh, Brother,
the most of them can so easily be borne, re have here the troubles
with and for ourselves. 1% work here for ourselves, we are not slaves,
to others we do not need to bring a tenth, just to mention a thing,

To the Honorable C. G. de Moen.
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as one must there, end that to ren who have no love for zou and
souander the sour sweat of our brow in such a shameful and Godless
way, as is coalman in Holland. Also, do I fol myself notice in parti—
cular God's love and kindness towards us end have more faith in
God than ever before. Hover have I had such a happy and free life
as I have now. Lith thankfulness, I'rejoice in His deeds.
Receive the greetings of my wife and the other friends: Greet
also your wife and the other friends and receive the heartiest
greetings from him who calls himself. your Brother in Christ.
•
S. áolks.

ITHE ,
CONDITION OF THE HOLLAND COLONIZATION
In The
State of Michigan, North America
In the beginning of the year 1849
•

Mentioned
In three letters of the Honorable

A. C. Van Raalte, C. Van Der Meulén and S. Bolks

to
C. G. De Moen

With two charts after which a letter
of the Honorable G. Baay of Alto, Wisconsin
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Albertus C. Van Raalte and His Dutch

It appeared in a booklet containing three letters addressed to the Rev. C. G. de Moen, who, as we saw, was
the brother-in-law of Van Raalte, Brummelkamp, and
Van Velzen. The letters were written by Van Raalte,
Van der Meulen, and Bolks; the date of publication was
1849 (Amsterdam) . It is interesting to note that Van
Raalte wrote his letter on February 11 1849, almosi
exactly two years after the arrivanTire-vanguard at the
homes of the Rev. George N. Smith and Isaac Fairbanks. Van Raalte began his epistle with an explanation
of the choice he had made, preferring Michigan above
Wisconsin. He described the methods used in gathering
ashes on the land that was first cleared, saying that on
each acre thus cleared the people obtained ashes to the
value of six dollars. We have a document in the Van
Raalte Collection, showing that one shipment of pearl
ash sent to Chicago was sold for $728, as Henry D. Poss
reported to Post & Co. under the heading of "receipts."
It is also worth noting that Van Raalte in his letter
of 1849 complained about the lack of interest shown by
his companions in the instruction given in the public
school. He remarked that "instruction in the English
language is neglected, partly because the people do not
realize its value and partly because there is not enough
money available for it." Near the end of the letter he
said that his people were building a "factory for potash."
The letter was signed by five "Trustees," namely Van
Raalte, J. A. Verhorst, J. Schrader, Jan Slag, and S.
Binnekant.

Set. tlements in the United States
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The Rev. C. Van der Meulen reported in his letter of
1849 that when he and his people arrived in the Dutch
settlement, they found Van Raalte "in the woods." The
Zeelanders were "murmuring," because the scenery in
the year 1847 was far from attractive. But gradually
they became used to the life of pioneers, and they soon
built a handsome church, 60 by 40 feet, with a little
tower and a bell. The pastor was proud to report that
the rich shared all their possessions with the poor with
the result that no one suffered want. Bolks wrote that he
and his people spent the first winter in the city of Syracuse where they were achrised to go to a wooded country.
They heard that Van Raalte was doing well enough,
and so they joined him. "Although many people despise Michigan, we are all pleased that we are here."'
And so it happened that in December 1849 Van Raalte
and five other men in their printed report to Congress
could boast of having 5,000 Dutch settlers in their "Colony," and that several flourishing industries had been
established. They showed on their insert map that there
wei-e three mills operating, a grist mill, a double saw
mill, and an ordinary saw mill. But in their report
(which was of a later date) they stated that there were
altogether four saw mills, three grinding mills, one ashcry, one tannery, and one brickyard. The report was
signed by Van Raalte, Van der Sluis, A. Verhorst, B.
7. De toestand der Hollandsche Kolonisatie in den staat Afichigan, Noord.
Amerika in het begin van het jaar 1849 medegedeeld in drie brieven van de
Weleerte, heeren A. C. van Raalte, C. van der Meiden, en S. Balks, aan C. C.
de Moen (Amsterdam: hoogkamer St Co., /849), pp. 22-24.
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THE STORY OF VAN RAALTE

made. Excerpts from the letter, translated, read as follows:
I should have written you long ago, but it seems I
My silence, then, was not wilful
cannot get at it. .
or intentional; but think of it — three sermons, six
catechism classes, pastoral work, people's meetings and
church meetings, seven restless children who create
confusion in the home.... The hands of the clock go
around faster than ever before! Sometimes I am keenly aware of the fact that I am speeding down my little
path and soon shall be no more....
But meanwhile, my brother, be reassured: Don't let
rumors disturb you; I have not been "deceived into
choosing this tract of land" and I do not now "regret
it"; nor is it true that the situation "can be saved only
by investing great capital," or that I am "utterly discouraged." No, I am not discouraged nor lamenting.
I have a life full of cares, but it is full of joys also. I
do have stormy days, but God's fatherly goodness
shortens them, and they make me the more susceptible to more exalted joys. I carry a great burden because of the miseries within and around me, but I consider myself happy and abundantly blessed.... There
is within me a living conviction that my labor is not in
vain; I am witnessing the conversion of those who did
not know God; indeed, my lot is enviable....
The choice of this tract of land was not the result
of deception.... I was lead through earnest wrestling
in prayer unto God and by reasonable convincing arguments. . . . Although we are on the whole a poor lot,
and the money of even the well-to-do is swallowed up
by a thousand needs as in a bottomless nit; although
the need of money is urgent; although dollars by the
thousands could be expended to great advantage and
even seem imperative; nevertheless, on the other hand,
we are learning that it is not money or capital which
shall be the making of us. The almighty Hand that

FAITH VINDICATED
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cares for us does more than we can comprehend.
And a meager purse can teach one to rise a bit earlier,
take hold of work a bit more readily, and pray a little
more fervently. . .
Our development is more rapid than I had dared
expect. I look back, and how much has already been
done! Especially when I consider the utter ignorance
of us Hollanders in regard to such colonization! Our
houses are steadily improving, and also the roads. But
much, very much, remains to be done. There are three
bridges now; the largest has been contracted by our
village folk for five hundred acres given by the state.
Our landing has not yet been built — it is said that we
must wait till money arrives from the federal government for harbor construction. It has been discussed
in both houses, namely to grant us five thousand dollars for light tower and harbor.. . . Two water mills
and a windmill are in operation, and after four weeks
there will be a steam mill. Our people were formerly
ignorant of how to profit from the wood; they were
awkward at everything; now we are learning to appreciate the forest and our hands are becoming adept at
splitting logs, and at making shingles, churn-dashers,
barrel staves, boxes, handles, etc., which industry now
supplies the bread and eventually will provide many
kinds of trade. . . . It is keen pleasure, after a great
struggle, to taste the sweet fruits of one's labor and,
profiting by experience, to anticipate a brighter future.... I know of nothing more to add that might be
of interest, except that brick-making has succeeded
excellently. One of the Frisians is planning a pottery
plant, when he can obtain a little money for the purpose; a ship-building yard is in progress of construction; and a potash factory. . . . There has been talk
of a tannery, because the bark of the hemlock offers
excellent opportunity for this well-paid employment.
But shortage of funds leaves many rich resources yet
untouched. . . .
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If any further reassurance was needed, it was surely
found in the note appended by the Rev. Van der Meulen,
who speaks of contentment in his own heart and among
his people. He writes, "My reasons for leaving the
Netherlands were not to gain power and wealth in America. No; but I came because it seemed to me that the
church and state were heading for a fall, and the Lord
in His providence opened for us a way of escape. . . .
Fearing the approaching judgment, I took the step in
God's strength, the step for which I rejoice even now
and thank God daily.... The moment I stepped ashore
in August, 1847, and met the Rev. Van Raalte who had
settled here, I felt a freedom and joy within my soul
which has enabled me to endure all difficulties....
"Most of us have no money. . .but the relationship
between rich and poor is such that no one, to my knowledge, has been in want. On the contrary, there is abundance of the finest white bread, potatoes, pork, meat
etc...."
In regard to the health of the colonists he says, "As
to the climate, that leaves nothing to be desired for a
Hollander. In our village the people are healthy, and we
have had only four deaths among our eight hundred souls
during the past year — two adults and two children."
To which he adds tersely, "But it is quite likely that we
shall all have to die... ."
It is possible that the Holland colony did suffer greater
hardships than those endured in Iowa and Wisconsin.
The fact that Van Raalte urged the poor to come to him
may have contributed to the sorry situation, for much
misery might have been avoided if there bad been money
with which to buy nourishing food. But at this time

there was no lack of courage and faith to carry on.
Though their faces became etched with lines of toil and
care and sorrow, these men and women believed that God
had led them to this land, and in that strength they could
bear the burdens of each day.
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A visitor from the east
In May of 1849 came the news that a distinguished
American was coming to visit the colony, the Rev. Isaac
Wyckoff himself! The man who had befriended so many
on their way through Albany, and whose name was known
to all!
What a scrubbing and setting to rights!
It had seemed, for a time, that the American Christians
of Dutch descent had forgotten their struggling countrymen; but here was proof that they had not forgotten,
after all.
The Rev. Wyckoff arrived on May 31, in Judge Kellog's
carriage driven by the Judge's man. Van Raalte welcomed him most heartily, and made eager plans to show
him the whole of the colony.
Friday was spent visiting inside the "city" of Holland;
on Saturday Van Raalte and Wyckoff walked the trails
that led to the farms around Holland; on Monday the
ministers of the colony met with Wyckoff, as a Classis;
Tuesday was spent exploring the several villages, Wyckoff
riding horse-back and Van Raalte walking beside him.
Wyckoff was intensely interested in all that he saw,
and sent an enthusiastic report to the church back east.
In this report he speaks of the beautiful location of the
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To the Honorable C. G. de Moen.
Dear Brother in uhrist:
That your heart may ever be filled with that soul satisfying
faith that you are born in God's almighty arms, and covered by His
wings of Live, is my sincere wish.
. Yes, many a time it has been my desire to tell you of my con—
ditiori and that of our friends, and to prove that our friendship
toward you has not lessened; but the .busy life in which God has
placed me Prevented it. Having some spare. time at present, I will
spent it in telling of the wonderful goodness of God towards. us.
It was the 3rd of September that, trusting in God, we set
Almost without a storm we came to America
sail on the great Ocean
and on the 10th of October set foot in New York. We traveled from
there to Albany with the intention of spending the winter there and
to consider matters further still, when, on the advice of such .
trustworthy persons as Reverend Wijkoff, etc, we went' to Syracuse,
where we remained and rented houses and earned good rages. We im—
mediately thou-eht we had made a good choice. No one longed- for the
Homeland. We all felt that we had been freed from the oppressor's
hand, both physically and spiritually. Still, however, satisfied
we were, yet we felt that it was no. Place to remain permanently,
which caused us to put forth every effort to become acnuainted with
- America-. To take charge of this matter, Mr. G. H. Veldhuis, now
already deceased, and I were chosen. We complied with this aS much
. as possible, always dreading that we might'maite'a mistaken choice. .
We corresponded with friends from other states wherever we could
find them. We also took several trips to various other places, in
New York State, not only to find a good place in which to settle,
but also to consult with trustworthy and intelligent persons. In
both respects we succeeded very well. Soon we received several- letters
from various places. We also found many letters from people of
Holland descent who were very much interested and: tried to serve us
-with- their advice, clearing up many' matters. From the letters received
and the advice given, it soon became apparent to Us that we should
choose woodland in preference to »rairie, because we did not have the
means to buy the latter-. Still, the more we investigated and the more
letters
we received, the more we were convinced of the fertility of
America, so that te saw that everywhere with the blessing of God, the
Farmer's sweat was doubly rewarded. So, with much Prayer to God, it
became apparent for various reasons that Michigan would be our choice.
This caused us to leave Syracuse end with confidence to go to Michigan;
and the result has been that we -did not make a mistaken choice, because
we have found here what we desired and for which we left Holland.
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Firstly, good and ve:ry fertile soil, all heavy clay, that
could be bought very reasonably. . In addition, re also have a
good market for our Products, es is kncren out of the writings of Dr.
Ven Recite, and althoupeh others des'ise flichigan for iehatever
reason, we all rejoice in being here, not, es sode say, in the midst
of "pine and hemlock trees", but on fertile soil, There, es one who
had lived in America until he was gray, told me, he had seen no better
'soil in this country, and this is rhet everyone agrees to whom I .
have seen.
In the second place we have obtained our -Ash by freeing ourselves
from all such oppression and soul testing difficulties. Oh, Brother,
being here, we just become conscious of the fact of the difficulties
you live in in Holland, how pleasant it is to be freed from them!
This is not a land where the laborer needs bring the sweat of
his brow, after being cursed, to the land offices, or rhere the laborer
can find no work, or have his small wages withheld, nor w.here the common
laborer or the poor man are despised; But to the contrary, he is honored
and respected. And what is still more, here one is not prevented from
confessing and preaching of our dear Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ. No,
Brother, we do not here see the continued breaking of the Sabbath and the
disrespect of the truth. As often as I think of all this, I wish,
"Would that you all were here." And then a Prayer ascends to God in
Heaven that He deliver you from your land and bring you hither.
The third reason is that we can already very plainly see God's
blessing in that we again are living on our own land and in our own
homes, pleased, satisfied and thankful. And though our means were
smAll when we left Holland, and were lessened on the trip, we still
have our table loaded with the wholesome white bread and the meat of
fattened cattle, so that the poor here are situated better than the
rich in Holland. And if we notice what God gives us in being able
to serve Him according to the dictates of our conscience, how we can
honor Him in prayer and thanksgiving, snd show our joy in Him through
sóngs and thanksgiving, can instruct each other in His precious word,
then we confess to That ras meant in Psalm LXVIII, 10.
See here, Brother, ons thing and anOther os to our condition
and setticeant here. not that ve vish to say thst re have not
troubles here. On the contrary re have found that on the trio and
the locating here 7CS the cause of much trouble. But, oh, Brother,
the most of them con so easily be borne.
ehave here the troubles
with and for ourselves. rie vork hers for ourselves, we are net slaves,
to others re do not need to bring a tcnth, just to mcntion 2

Par.e 5

To the Honorable C. G. de !..iclen.

as one must there, and that to ren who hrve no love for you and
squander the sour sweat of our brow in such a shameful and Godless
do I for myself notice in parti—
way, as is coma:a in Holland.
cular God's love and kindness towards us and have more faith in
God than ever before. ijcver have I had such a. hanpy End free life
as-I have now. I.ith thEnkfulness, 1"rejoice in His deeds.
Receive the greetings of my wife and the other friends: 'Greet
also your wife end the other friends and receive the heartiest
greetings from him who calls himself your Brother in Christ.
S. Bolks.
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,OVerijnsel; den 12 Februarij 1849.

Den WolEerw. Reei
O. G. DE MOEN.
llyaRDM RN HARTELIJK GELIEFDE BROEDER
IN CURISTUSI
Dat uw hart steeds vervuld zij mot dat ziolmaligend on hart veici.
ruimend grabor, dat gij op almachtige Vaderarhen wordt gedragen, on met
liefdevleugolon gedekt: in mijn hartelijke:wonsch!
Veel, Ja veelmalen hob ik innige bogoerto gehad n mijnen on don
toestand van ons yolk to. melden, On to toonen, dat onze liefde tot it
nóg niet hee.41t opgehoudon: doch 'de uitgebreide werkkring waarin God mij,
. .
_plantste,- bplette.mulks,. :Therm epnigen,ti,j4 hehboncle,_besteed.it.dien
6M. Uterw.

wonderbhre góadheid Gods; bus bowezen, te" maiden. •

Rot wan don Mon September dat wij allen blij, met hot oog op Cod,
grooto wateren opzoilden. Bijna zonder storm kwamon wij in Amerika,
on zotten den 10den October onto voeten in hot door ons verkozen rand
to Now-York aan wal. Vij vertrokken, op eeno voor one voordeelige

wijs,

vandaar naar Albany, mot hot dool om daar te overwinteren on te onderzoeken wat bost to doen; doch darer zijnde Vertrekken wij, op raad dien
J. wir van vortrouwdm mannen als Ds. WIJKROFF enz. ontfingen, near Syphons°,
, waar wij. bleven en huizen on good- huurdon, en-geed° verdiensten hadden.
Wij ondervonden dadelijk, dat wij acne goede kousgedaan.ladden.LNiemand bi
.geerde weder hot geboorteland; noen, allen. gevoolden wij van knellende
banden der ziel en des ligchaems bevrijd to zijn; doeh hoe geed-WU-het'
daar ook hadden, en hoe tevroden,wij waren, -gevoelden wij toch deer geen
__pleats ter vestiging; hetgeen ons besluiten deed on alle middelen in het
. werk to stellen, ten einde met Amerika bekend to worden: De zergr
.hie-

